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Seism ic data and core from the shallow cartographic Pilzno P-7 borehole were used to construct a new model of the 
Carpathian orogenic front be tween Tarnów and Pilzno, in the Pogórska W ola area (south ern Po land). The most ex ter nal, 
frontal thrust of the orogenic wedge (the Jaśniny structure) was identified as a syn-depositional fault-propagation fold de­
tached above the Upper Badenian evaporites. Its formation was controlled by the presence of mechanically weak foredeep 
evaporites and by the morphology of the sub-M iocene Meso-Paleozoic foreland plate (Jaśniny and Pogórska Wola 
palaeovalleys). The frontal zone of the Carpathian orogenic wedge (the Skole thrust sheet and the deformed foredeep de­
posits of the Zgłobice thrust sheet) is characterized by significant backthrusting of the foredeep succession towards the 
south, and by the presence of a triangle zone, with strongly deformed Upper Badenian evaporites of the W ieliczka Formation 
in its core. The triangle zone was formed during the latest thrusting movements of the Carpathians. An indication of the exis­
tence of the triangle zone in the vicin ity of Dębica has also been provided by reinterpretation of the archive regional geologi­
cal cross-section. The youngest foredeep deposits, brought to the surface above the backthrust, have been dated as 
Sarmatian (NN7 nannoplankton zone), which indicates that the latest thrust movements within the frontal Carpathian 
orogenic in the vicin ity of Tarnów-D ębica took place approx. 11-10 million years ago. Thermochronological studies (AFT 
and AHe) indicated that the foredeep succession drilled by the Pilzno P-7 borehole has not been buried deeper than 
1 .5-2  km, which is compatible with reconstruction based on the seism ic data.
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INTRODUCTION
The Outer Carpathians in Poland were thrust over the fore­
land plate in late Early/Middle Miocene times (see e.g. Nemcok 
et al., 2006; Sl^czka et al., 2006; G^gata et al., 2012 for detailed 
overviews and further references). The Carpathian Foredeep 
Basin developed in front of the advancing Carpathian thrust belt
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(Oszczypko, 1998; Oszczypko et al., 2006; Oszczypko and 
Oszczypko-Clowes, 2012). Its most external, relatively unde­
formed part is located to the north of the Outer Carpathian thrust 
sheets. More southern parts of the basin have been either over­
ridden by the Carpathians or incorporated into the orogenic belt 
and presently forms a relatively narrow (maximum of a few kilo­
metres) zone of deformed Miocene foredeep deposits, the 
so-called Zgłobice Unit or thrust sheet (Fig. 1; Kotlarczyk, 1985; 
cf. Oszczypko et al., 2006).
The early Mio cene sea of the Carpathian Foredeep Ba sin 
covered a Meso-Paleozoic foreland platform and encroached 
onto the Outer Carpathian thrust sheets in the south. During the 
development of this sedimentary basin in Badenian-Sarmatian
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Fig. 1. Simplified geological map of the Outer Carpathians and their foreland 
between Kraków and Przemyśl
Red rectangle -  area shown on Figure 3; 1 -  Gdów embayment, 2 -  Pilzno embayment, 3 -  Rzeszów 
embayment; A  -  seism o-geological transect analysed in Krzywiec et al. (2012); B -  seism o-geological transect 
analysed in Krzywiec and Verges (2007); C -  northern part o f the regional geological transect analysed in 
Gągała et al. (2012)
times (Fig. 2), marine sedimentation prevailed. The Late Bade- 
nian salinity crisis was associated with deposition of an exten­
sive cover of evaporites (rock salt and gypsum) which marked a 
significant shallowing of the basin (Oszczypko et al., 2006; 
Peryt, 2006).
Along the orogenic front there are three areas, so-called 
embayments, the Gdów embayment, the Pilzno embayment and 
the Rzeszów embayment (Fig. 1). The Gdów embayment is filled 
by the sub-evaporitic depos its of the Skawina Formation (Buko­
wski et al., 2010; Krzywiec et al., 2012; see also below), while two 
other embayments are characteri zed by mostly su pra-evaporitic 
foredeep deposits located above the frontal Outer Carpathian 
thrust sheets in a piggy-back position. Detailed analysis of the 
structure and tectonic evo lution of the Gdów embayment has 
been recently presented by Krzywiec et al. (2012). Here, we 
present a new model for the frontal Carpathian orogenic wedge 
located between Tarnów and Pilzno, partly within the Pilzno 
embayment (Pogórska Wola area). It was constructed us i ng pri­
marily results of seismic data interpretation and of sedi- 
mentological, micropalaeontological and thermochrono logical 
studies of core from the shallow Pilzno P-7 borehole drilled within 
the frontal zone of the orogenic wedge (Fig. 3). Additional infor­
mation was provided by sel ected archive deep boreholes drilled 
in this area. The model for the Pogórska Wola area was cont 
structed primari ly to better understand the Miocene evo i ution of 
the frontal Carpathian fold-and-thrust belt. It provides also impor­
tant information on the role ductile evaporites and the morphol­
ogy of the top of the foreland (lower) plate play during evolution of 
the frontal parts of the orogenic wedges.
REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND
Middle Miocene times began with the extensive Early 
Badenian marine transgression. In the Early Badenian the axial 
part of the basin reached upper bathyal depths, while the north­
ern and southern parts of the basin were within the neritic-littoral 
zone (cf. Oszczypko et al., 2006). The next stage of evolution of 
the Carpathian Foredeep Basin was associated with formation 
of the extensive evaporitic basin (Peryt, 2006). Shal low parts of 
the basin were dom i nated primari ly by sulphate and sub-ordi- 
narily by carbonate-littoral facies (e.g., Kasprzyk, 1993, 1999; 
Peryt, 1996; Peryt et al., 1997; Bąbel, 1999, 2004; Jasionowski 
and Peryt, 2010). Deeper parts of the basin, located along the 
Carpathian front, were characterized by chloride-sulphate fat 
cies -  rock salts of the Wieliczka Formation (Fig. 2; see Garlicki, 
1979; Peryt, 2006) that change laterally into anhydrite depos its 
(Garlicki, 1979) consist i ng of lam i nated anhydrite with breccia 
intercalations (Kasprzyk and Orti, 1998; Peryt et al., 1998). Ac­
cord ing to Bąbel (2004), the gypsum sub-basin was very shal­
low, up to several metres deep, whilst the depth of the hal ite 
sub-basin was not less than 30-40 m.
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tion of the supra-evaporitic Machów Formation i.e. 
of the Chodenice and, primari ly, of the Grabowiec 
Beds (Fig. 2; cf. Krzywiec, 2001; Krzywiec et al., 
2004; Oszczypko et al., 2006). At the same time, 
high sea level caused extensive marine transgres­
sion onto the Outer Carpa thian thrust sheets 
(Oszczypko et al., 1992; Oszczypko-Clowes et al., 
2009). In Sarmatian times the zone of maxi mum 
sub si dence within the Carpa thian Foredeep Basin 
migrated ca. 40-50 km towards the NE, towards the 
Teisseyre-Tornquist Zone that had been reactivated 
due to the foreland flexural extension accompanied 
by strike-slip movements (cf. Krzywiec, 2001; 
Krzywiec et al., 2005; Oszczypko et al., 2006; 
Gągała et al., 2012).
The front of the Carpathian orogenic wedge in 
Poland was first studied in the area located immedi­
ately south of Kraków, where rock salt has been 
mined for centu ties in the Wieliczka and Bochnia 
salt mines (e.g., Schober, 1750; Townson, 1797; 
Pusch, 1824; Hrdina and Hrdina, 1842; Niedź- 
wiedzki, 1883-1886; Uhlig, 1903; cf. Poborski, 
1965; d’Obyrn and Przybyło, 2010). General knowl­
edge regard i ng the structure of the Carpathian front 
significantly increased in the 20th century, due to in­
tense exploration for rock salt and for hydrocarbons. 
During the following decades of intense geological 
and geophysical studies numerous structural mod­
els were proposed for the frontal Carpathians (see 
Oszczypko et al., 2006 for detailed overview and 
further references).
The Carpathian front was first interpreted in 
terms of wedge tecton t cs by Jones (1997). Subse­
quently, a model of wedge tecton ics and triangle 
zones was used to explain the structure of the 
Carpathian orogenic wedge in the Wojnicz-Tarnów 
area (Krzywiec et al., 2004), in vicimty the of Wiet 
liczka (Krzywiec and Vergés, 2007) and in front of 
the Gdów embayment (Bukowski et al., 2010; Krzy- 
wiec et al., 2012).
MIOCENE EVAPORITES 
OF THE CARPATHIAN FOREDEEP
Fig. 2. Stratigraphy of the Miocene deposits of the Polish Carpathian  
Foredeep Basin (from Oszczypko and Oszczypko-Clowes, 2012, 
simplified and supplemented)
Colours used to depict local lithostratigraphic units match those used on Figures 
9, 10 and 12; right column illustrates general thickness re I ationship of the main 
lithostratigraphic units of the central Carpathian Foredeep Basin in Po I and (cf. 
Oszczypko et al., 2006); yellow star -  approximate (conceptual) position of sec­
tion drilled by the Pilzno P-7 borehole (cf. Figs. 10 and 12)
After the Badenian salinity crisis, the edge ofthe Carpathian 
thrust belt moved by a few kilometres to the north (see 
Oszczypko, 1997, 1998; Kovac et al., 1998; Oszczypko et al.,
2006). These final tectonic movements resulted in migration of 
the zone of maximum subsidence towards the north and conse­
quently in the progressive deepen i ng of the outer (northern) 
part of the basin, which, during the deposition of the Chodenice 
Beds, reached depths characteristic of the outer shelf (Gonera,
1994; Kovac et al., 1998; Oszczypko, 1999).
Frontal compressional deformations of the orogenic wedge 
that involved foredeep deposits developed partly during deposi-
Miocene evaporites are known from almost the 
entire Carpathian Foredeep Basin (Ney et al., 1974; 
Połtowicz, 1993; Peryt, 2006; Oszczypko et al.,
2006). They can be found both in an autochthonous 
position (either in front the of the present-day thrust 
front or beneath the orogenic wedge) as well as in an 
allochthonous position within the Zgłobice thrust 
sheet (Garlicki, 1979; Oszczypko et al., 2006).
Owing to their lithological characteristics and 
wide spread dis tri bu tion, evaporites con sti tute the 
main correlation level in the entire foredeep basin. They are de­
veloped as two formations (Alexandrowicz et al., 1982):
-  the Wieliczka Formation (chloride facies): rock salt, con­
tain i ng admixtures of anhydrite and gypsum, with sheet 
siliciclastic de pos its: siltstones, mudstones and sporadi - 
cally sandstones. The Wieliczka Formation is character­
ized by variable thickness from 30 to more than 100 m 
(Garlicki, 1979);
-  the Krzyżanowice Formation (sulphate facies): devel­
oped as gypsum and anhydrite, with admixtures of sili- 
ciclastic de pos its, mostly siltstones and mudstones, as
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Fig. 3. Location of the interpreted seism ic profiles (Figs. 9 and 10), geological cross-section (Fig. 11) 
and borehole Pilzno P-7, on the background of a geological map of the Outer Carpathians 
and their foreland w ithout Quaternary formations (Żytko et al., 1989, simplified)
Red hatched line -  backthrust along which the supra-evaporitic Miocene sedimentary cover of the Carpathian 
Foredeep Basin has been thrust towards the south, towards the main Outer Carpathian orogenic wedge (cf. Fig. 10); 
black lines -  main thrusts of the Outer Carpathian thrust belt
well as barren and sulphur-bearing limestone. The thick­
ness of this formation reaches up to 60 m in the periph­
eral part of the basin, and up to 20 m in its central part.
Deposition of evaporites in the Carpathian Foredeep was 
influenced by numerous factors such as climate, water geo­
chemistry, subsidence, morphology of the sub-evaporitic 
Meso-Paleozoic substratum, and distance from the basin’s 
coastal areas. Accord i ng to the model proposed by Garlicki 
(1979), the chloride facies were deposited in the deepest part of 
the evaporitic basin, extending between Wieliczka and Pilzno 
and to the south of this line (Fig. 4; cf. also Połtowicz, 1993; 
Oszczypko et al., 2006). A vast area located further to the north 
and covered by the sulphate facies deposits (gypsum and 
anhydrite) may be regarded as a “saturation shelf” sensu Rich­
ter-Bernburg (1955) (cf. Garlicki, 1979).
The morphology of the top of the fore -and plate played a 
crucial role in the deposition of various evaporitic facies 
(Połtowicz, 1998a, b, 1999; Bukowski, 2011). The whole region 
between Kraków and Przemyśl is characterized by the pres­
ence of NW-SE trending deep palaeovalleys incised into the 
Mesozoic and/or Paleozoic rocks of the foreland plate (Karpała 
and Łapinkiewicz, 1962; Połtowicz, 1964, 1998a, b; Połtowicz 
and Starczewska-Popow, 1973; Karnkowski, 1978, 1989; 
Moryc, 1995; Krzywiec, 2001; cf. Karnkowski and Ozimkowski, 
2001; Krzywiec et al., 2004). Incision of those palaeovalleys 
might be attributed either to the regional uplift and ensuing ero­
sion of the SE part of the Mid-Pol ish Swell formed duri ng the 
Late Cretaceous-Paleogene inversion ofthe Mid-PolishTrough 
(see Scheck-Wenderoth et al., 2008 and references therein; 
Krzywiec, 2009; Krzywiec et al., 2009), or to the Paleo gene up­
lift of the flexural bulge within the Carpathian foreiand, a phe­
nomenon characteristic of many underfilled foredeep basins 
(cf. Sinclair, 1997).
Shal lower parts of the basin beiween Kraków and Dębica 
were associated with the relatively elevated areas located be­
tween deeply incised val ieys. They were characierized by sul­
phate facies (gypsum and anhydrite). Deeper parts of the basin, 
reiated to the incised val ieys, were associated with hai ite crys- 
tall isation. Later submarine erosion might have partly removed 
evaporites from the most axial parts of these palaeovalleys 
(Fig. 4; cf. Połtowicz, 1999).
In the area beiween Tarnów and Pilzno numerous bore­
holes drilled during exploration for hydrocarbons provided infor­
mation on thickness, lithology and facies of the foredeep evapo­
rites (Fig. 5; Cisek and Czernicki, 1964). Fol i owi ng those local­
ized discoveries, a more comprehensive program of exploration 
for rock salt has been conducted, that was fo cused on the 
Pilzno area located to the east of the area analysed in this paper 
(Gierat-Nawrocka, 1968).
Several boreholes drilled within the axi al part of the so- 
called Jaśniny-Pogórska Wola palaeovalley (e.g., Jaśniny-12, 
Jaśniny-13, Machowa-6 and Pogórska Wola-16; Połtowicz, 
1999; Fig. 5) proved the presence of up an to 400 m thick inter­
nally chaotic evaporitic complex that was interpreted by 
Połtowicz (1999) as an olistostrome re iated to submarine mass 
movements formed during deposition of the evaporites.
DATA AND METHODS
Several datasets and methods were used to study Miocene 
evoi uion of the fronial Carpathian orogenic wedge in the Po­
górska Wola area. The main motivation for such an iniegrated 
approach was the desire to provide independent constraints on
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Fig. 4. Occurrence of the Badenian evaporites in the area between 
Kraków and Dębica (based on Bukowski, 2011)
Red rectangle -  area shown on Figure 5
the age, present-day structure and evo lution (subsidence and 
subsequent uplift) of the segment of the Carpathian front studied.
The shal I ow (187 m) cartographic borehole Pilzno P-7 was 
drilled on the western periphery of Pilzno, north of the mapped 
front of the Carpathian orogenic wedge (Fig. 3). It was exten­
sively cored, and this core was used to date the uppermost part 
of the Miocene infill of the foredeep basin, and, together with the 
seismic data, to better understand its depositional and struc­
tural characteristics (Fig. 6).
The Pilzno P-7 borehole drilled through 18.7 m of Pleis tot 
cene cover and then through tectonically deformed Miocene de­
posits of the Zgtobice thrust sheet (Fig. 7). Miocene foredeep de­
post ts are represented by a succession of clay-mudstone inter- 
ca lations with a few fine-medium grained sandstones. In several 
intervals muddy turbidites were recognized (claystone-siltstone, 
and fine-to medium-grained sandstone). The shal low part of the 
borehole (approx. 25-50 m) is characterized by the presence of 
several intercalations of bright, very fine-grained tuffite (Fig. 7). 
The entire Miocene succession drilled by the Pilzno P-7 borehole 
is strongly inclined towards the north, with bed inclinations reach­
ing up to 70° (Fig. 6). Such strong inclination conforms very well 
with the overall geometry of this part of the frontal Carpathian 
wedge observed on seismic data (see bel ow).
Nannofossil studIes were used to date Miocene deposIts 
drilled by the Pilzno P-7 shallow borehole. For this purpose core 
samples were collected from the following depth intervals: 
93.0-93.1 m, 94.5-94.6 m, 100.1-100.2 m, 120.1-120.2 m, 
154.8-154.9 m, 173.5-173.6 m and 186.7-186.8 m (Fig. 7). All 
samples were prepared usi ng the standard smear slide tech­
nique and analysed under light microscope (Nikon Eclipse 
E600POL: LM, 1000x magnification) in plane at paral I el and 
crossed polzarized light. The taxonomic frameworks of Aubry 
(1984, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1999), Perch-Nielsen (1985) and 
Bown (1998 and references therein) have been fol I owed. Esti­
mates of the nannofossil abundance for individual samples (Ta­
ble 1) were estab l ished us I ng the fol IowI ng crite tia: VH (very 
high): >20 specimens per 1 field of view, H (high): 10-20 speci­
mens per 1 field of view, M (moderate): 5-10 sped mens per 1 
field of view, L (low): 1-5 specimens per 1 field of view, VL (very 
low): <5 spec I mens per 5 fields of view. In order to visually as­
sess the preservation state of the assemblages the folIowt ng 
criteria proposed by Roth and Thierstein (1972) were used: VP 
(very poor) -  etching and mechanical damage is very intensive, 
sped mens mostly as fragments; P (poor) -  severe dissoI ution, 
fragmentation and/or overgrowth, specific identification of spec­
imens is difficult; M (moderate) -  etching or mechanical dam­
age is apparent but most sped mens are easI ly identifiable; G 
(good) -  little dissolution and/or overgrowth, diagnostic charac­
teristics are preserved, the speci mens could be identified to 
species level without any prob I ems.
Re sults of thermochronological stud ies pro vide es ti mates 
regarding maximum palaeotemperatures and timing ofcooling, 
and, as a consequence, of maxI mum burial of the sed I mentary 
sequences studied. One of important questions pertaining to 
the development of the Carpathian Foredeep infill is the timIng 
and amount of its post-depositional inversion and upl ift, eit her 
local, e.g. triggered by activIty of frontal thrust structures, or 
more regional, related to the post-orogenic rebound of the lower 
foreland plate. In an attempt to shed some light on this problem 
core from the Pilzno P-7 borehole was sampled. Samples for 
apatite U-Th/He (AHe) and fission-track (AFT) studies were 
taken from the tuffitic layers located within the depth interval 
25-50 m (cf. Fig. 7). The overall state of the core material at the 
moment of sampling did not al low for unequivocal macroscopic 
identification of tuffitic intervals. Therefore, and takIng into ac­
count the fact that all the samples taken from a relatively short 
depth interval must have experienced identical thermal history, 
all the samples were treated as one combined sample weighing 
approximately 5 kg.
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Fig. 5. Occurrence of the Badenian evaporites in the area between Tarnów and Pilzno
Red lines -  location of interpreted seism ic profiles shown on Figures 9 and 10 (cf. Fig. 3); 1 -  Pogórska W ola palaeovalley, 
2 -  Jaśniny palaeovalley, 3 -  Tarnów palaeovalley (cf. Połtowicz, 1999)
A standard separation procedure, described by Donelick et 
al. (2005), was applied in order to extract apatite crystals. As a 
result, a small number of apatite crystals was obtained. Most of 
them were slightly rounded and this suggested that they might 
have been transported in water, and/or otherwise weathered. 
From the entire population of extracted apatite 5 euhedral crys­
tals (80 to 250 pm long and 60 to 110 pm in diameter) were se­
lected, characterI zed by the lack of any significant cracks and 
inclusions. These selected crystals were used for AHe studi es; 
the remaining crystals were used for AFT analysis.
AHe studIes were performed folIowI ng the general procet 
dures described by Farley et al. (1996), Wolf et al. (1996) and
Farley (2000). Content of He was measured us I ng a Quadru- 
pole Mass Spectrometer Hiden HAL3F, and the content of 
238U and of 232Th was measured using a Plasmaquad PQ2.5 
ICP-MS spectrometer. Age determinations were completed fol­
low ng standard procedures described by Farley et al. (1996) 
and Meesters and Dunai (2005).
Apatite fission-track (AFT) stud ies were performed usI ng 
the external detector method (EDM; Gleadow and Lovering, 
1977). The samples were radiated us I ng a nuclear reactor in 
Oregon including a CN5 glass dosimeter. The zeta calibration 
method was used for age determination (Hurford and Green, 
1983), Durango apatite was used for age calibration, and the fi­
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Fig. 6. Pilzno P-7 borehole -  core photographs showing steep inclination  
of the Sarmatian foredeep infill within the deformed Zgtobice Unit
A  -  depth interval 27.0-31.0  m: clay/mudstone sequence with tuffite intercalations; B -  depth in­
terval 32 .0-36 .0  m: grey laminated mudstones, inclination 55-60°; C -  depth interval 
176.0-181.0 m: grey marly mudstones with thin interca l ations (up to 4 mm) of dark claystone 
and very fine sandstone, inclination 50°; D -  depth in terval 181.0-186.0 m: dark grey marly 
mudstones with inclination of 45°; high stratal dips are compatible with the structural model de­
rived from seism ic data (cf. Fig. 10)
nal fission track age was calcuiated us i ng Trackkey software 
(Dunkl, 2002). The small amount and relatively low qual ity of 
crystal samples studi ed precluded track length analysis.
Seismic data was used to visuali ze the present-day struc­
ture of the fronial Carpathian orogenic wedge. The available 
data consisted of several NW-SE or SW-NE oriented 2D seis­
mic profiles and of several tens of 2D profiles extracted from the 
“Pogórska Wola” 3D seismic survey (Ochał and Borowska, 
1995). All this data, provided by Geofizyka Kraków in SEGY for­
mat, was post-stack time-migrated.
RESULTS
CALCAREOUS NANNOPLANKTON
The abundance pat tern in the samples studi ed from the 
Pilzno P-7 borehole varies from high (H) to very high (VH). The 
preservation of calcareous nannofossils was moderate (M) or 
predominantly moderate to good (G) in all samples investigated 
(Table 1; cf. Fig. 8). Nannofossils show minor etching and minor 
to moderate overgrowth.
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Fig. 7. Pilzno P-7 borehole -  sedimentological log of the 
Sarmatian deposits located above the backthrust developed 
in front of the Outer Carpathians (cf. Fig. 10)
P 1-P7 -  location of samples taken for nannofossil studt es
The autochthonous assemblage is represented by: Calci- 
discus leptoporus (Murray and Blackman), Coccolithus miopela- 
gicus Bukry, C. pelagicus (Wallich), Coronocyclus nitescens 
(Kamptner), Cyclicargolithus floridanus (Roth and Hay), Disco­
aster deflandrei Bramlette and Riedel, D. exilis Martini and 
Bramlette, D. variabilis Martini and Bramlette, Helicosphaera 
carteri (Wallich), H. compacta Bramlette and Wilcoxon, H. 
euphratis Haq, H. intermedia Martini, H. mediterranea Müller, H. 
walbersdorfensis Müller, Pontosphaera multipora (Kamptner), P. 
plana (Bramlette and Sullivan), Reticulofenestra minuta Roth, R. 
pseudoumbilica (Gartner), Sphenolithus abies (Deflandre in 
Deflandre and Fert), Sphenolithus moriformis (Bronnimann and 
Stradner) and Umbilicosphaera rotula (Kamptner). The most 
common (1 species/observation field) are: Cyclicargolithus
floridanus and Coccolithus pelagicus, whereas Helicosphaera 
carteri, Reticulofenestra pseudoumbilica, Sphenolithus abies 
and Sph. moriformis are present to lesser extent. Helicosphaera 
walbersdorfensis is very rare.
The allochthonous assemblage constitutes approximately 
30% of all ideni ified species. The most common species are of 
Late Eocene and Oligocene age. Percentages of Cre-aceous 
species are very low. The Late Eocene assemblage is com­
posed mainly of Isthmolithus recurvus Deflandre, Ericsonia 
formosa (Kamptner), Reticulofenestra reticulata (Gartner and 
Smith) and R. umbilica (Levin), and the Oligocene assemblage 
contains Cyclicargolithus abisectus (Muller), Helicosphaera 
perch-nielseniae, H. recta Haq, Pontosphaera latelliptica (Baldi- 
Beke and Baldi), P. rothi Haq, Reticulofenestra lockerii Muller, R. 
ornata Muller and Transversopontis obliquipons (Deflandre).
Accord i ng to the standard zonation of Martini (1971) and 
Martini and Worsley (1970), the stratigraphic event marking the 
lower boundary of NN7 is the first occur-ence of Discoaster 
kugleri Marii ni and Bramlette. However, this species is ex­
tremely rare, and therefore it was necessary to use a secondary 
index species such as Calcidiscus premacintyrei. The last com­
mon occurrence of Calcidiscus premacintyrei takes place just 
before the first occurrence of Discoaster kugleri (see Fornaciari 
and Rio, 1996), so it can approxi mate the boundary be-ween 
the NN6 and NN7 zones. Both species Discoaster kugleri and 
Calcidiscus premacintyrei are not present in the assemblage. 
The other al-erna-ive species used to approximate zone NN7 
are Cacidiscus macintyrei and Coccolithus miopelagicus 
(>14 pm). The presence of Coccolithus miopelagicus (>14 pm) 
is essentially confined just to that in-erval, but its first occur­
rence is gradational (Young, 1998). According to Fornaciari and 
Rio (1996) and Young (1998), the first appearance of 
Cacidiscus macintyrei takes place near the NN6/NN7 bound­
ary. However, Svabenicka (2002) and Ćorić and Svabenicka 
(2004) describe this species as early as from zone NN6 and 
even from zone NN5. At the same time, species such as 
Sphenolithus abies and Helicosphaera stalis are present and 
are charac-eri stic of zones NN6 and higher (cf. Young, 1998). 
The co-occurrence of Cacidiscus macintyrei, Coccolithus 
miopelagicus (>14 pm) and Helicosphaera walbersdorfensis 
and absence of Calcidiscus premacintyrei al low as sign ing the 
as sem blages from the Pilzno-7 borehole to zone NN7, i.e. to 
the Sarmatian (Fig. 2; see also Oszczypko-Clowes et al., 2012).
THERMOCHRONOLOGY
A relationship between AHe age and U and Th content as 
well as crystal shape has not been observed. Five crystals ana­
lysed gave ages spread be-ween 35.8 ± 1.4 Ma and 10.5 ± 
1.3 Ma. Mean age for the two youngest crystals that had similar 
ages was 11.6 ± 1.5 Ma (T able 2).
An AFT age was determined for just 13 crystals as the qual­
ity of the remaining material precluded fission-track analysis. 
Results for those crystals were regarded as bel ongi ng to a sin­
gle popu i ation characteri zed by a cenfral age of 13.2 ± 2.2 Ma 
(Table 3).
Previously completed studies of compaction of the Miocene 
infill of the Carpathian Foredeep suggested that the zone of 
maxi mum erosion and exhumation of about 1000 m was lo­
cated be-ween Przemyśl and Rzeszów, in the vicin ity of the 
present-day fron-al thrust of the Carpathian orogenic wedge 
(Poprawa et al., 2002). Lower values of post-orogenic exhuma­
tion, about 400-800 m, have been provided by the illite- 
smectite method (Środoń, 1984). Exhumation might have been 
reiated to the removal of the uppermost part of the foredeep
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T a b l e  1
Nannofossil distribution from the Pilzno P-7 borehole
Sam ple num ber P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7
Sam ple abun dance VH M M H M M L
Nannofossil preservation G G M G G M M
Braarudosphaera bigelow ii X X X X
Calcidiscus leptoporus X X X
Calcidiscus macintyrei X X X X X X X
Coccolithus m iopelagicus X X X X X X X
Coccolithus m iopelagicus  >10 pm X X X X X X X
Coccolithus pelagicus X X X X X X X
Coronocyclus nitescens X X X X X X X
Cretaceous species undivided R R R R R R R
Cribocentrum reticulatum R R R R R R R
Cyclicargolithus abisectus R R R R R R R
Cyclicargolithus floridanus X X X X X X X
Dictyococcites bisectus R R R R R R R
Discoaster deflandrei X X X X X
Discoaster exilis X X X X X
Ericsonia fenestrata R R R R
Ericsonia formosa R R R R R R R
Ericsonia subdisticha R R R R R R R
Helicosphaera carteri X X X X X X X
Helicosphaera compacta R R R R R R R
Helicosphaera euphratis R R R R R R R
Helicosphaera intermedia X X X X X X
Helicosphaera mediterranea R R R R R R R
Helicosphaera recta R R R
Helicosphaera stalis X X X X X X X
Helicosphaera walbersdorfensis X X X X X X X
Isthmolithus recurvus R R R R R R R
Lanternithus m inutus R R R R R
Neococcolithes dubius R R R
Pontosphaera latelliptica R R R
Pontosphaera multipora X X X X
Pontosphaera plana R R
Pontosphaera rothi R R
Reticulofenestra dictyoda R R
Reticulofenestra lockerii R R
Reticulofenestra ornata R R
Reticulofenestra pseudoumbilica X X X
Reticulofenestra  spp. sm all X X X X X X X
Reticulofenestra umbilica R R R R R
Rhabdosphaera sicca X X X X X X X
Sphenolithus abies X X X X X X X
Sphenolithus dissilim is R R R R R R R
Sphenolithus moriformis X X X X X X X
Transersopontis obliquipons R R R R R
Transversopontis pulcheroides R R R
Triquetrorhabdulus rioi X X X
Umbilicosphaera rotula X X X X X X X
Zygrhablithus bijugatus R R R R R
X -  determined species, R -  reworked species; fo r other explanations see text




Fig. 8. Pilzno P-7 borehole -  photomicrographs of the typical Miocene nannofossil assemblages
identified in core samples
A -  Braarudosphaera bigelow ii (sample P2); B , C -  Calcidiscus m acintyrei (sample P7); D -  Coccolithus m iopelagicus  (sample 
P4); E -  Coronocyclus nitescens  (sample P5); F -  Discoaster exilis  (sample P3); G -  Helicosphaera carteri (sample P2); H -  
Helicosphaera carteri (sample P5); I, J -  Helicosphaera sta lis  (sample P7); K -  Helicosphaera walbersdorfensis  (sample P7); L  
M -  Reticulofenestra pseudoum bilica  (sample P5); N -  Rhabdosphaera sicca  (sample P2); O -  Sphenolithus abies  (sample P7); 
P -  Triquetrorhabdulus rio i (sample P1)
infill. For the Pilzno area, where the Pilzno P-7 borehole is lo­
cated, compaction analysis indicates approximately 600 m of 
ex hu ma tion (Poprawa et al., 2002).
Results of AHe studies showed the existence of two popula­
tions of apatite crystals. The first of these includes crystals char­
acterized by ages significantly higher than the age of the Mio­
cene Carpathian infill, about 36 to 18 Ma (Table 2). This sug­
gests that these crystals have not been deposited directly to the 
foredeep from the ash cloud. Their age is comparable to the re­
sults of AHe stud ies from the Outer Carpathians (cf. Mazzoli et 
al., 2010; Andreucci et al., 2013) and this might suggest that 
these crystals were re-deposited and transported to the Carpa­
thian Foredeep Basin from the eroded Outer Carpathian thrust
sheets. The second group of apatite crystals is characterized by 
an age of 11.6 ± 1.5 Ma. Such a AHe age is rep I icated by the 
AFT results, with all dated crystals be longi ng to one popul ation 
with a mean age of 13.2 ± 2.2 Ma. Cooling ages of both 
thermochronometers are directly comparable to the Sarmatian 
sedimentation age of the Pilzno P-7 borehole strata revealed by 
micropalaeontological investigations (ca. <11.9 Ma). Therefore, 
it was assumed that most of the apatite crystals are of pyn> 
clastic ori gin despite signs of weatheri ng. The results strongly 
suggest that rocks sampled were not buried deeply enough to 
significantly reset their ages (~50-70°C for AHe and 
~70-110°C for AFT). In such a case neither of the low tempera­
ture thermochronometers used is capable of recordI ng the tim­
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P7#1 0.062 6.4 0.014 7.0 0.432 0.5 9.5 4.32 10.4 0.555 22.2 2.1
P7#2 0.048 8.2 0.011 9.0 0.164 0.6 12.1 4.33 4.9 0.577 10.5 1.3
P7#3 0.090 4.4 0.019 5.4 0.470 0.5 7.0 4.80 8.5 0.760 12.6 0.9
P7#4 0.298 1.7 0.085 1.7 2.582 0.5 2.4 3.50 13.2 0.758 18.0 0.4
P7#5 0.114 3.6 0.086 1.6 3.827 0.5 4.0 1.32 26.5 0.777 35.8 1.4
Th -  amount of Th; Th error -  1 sigma error of Th volume estimation; U -  amount of U; U error -  1 sigma error of U volume estimation; 
He -  4He volume at standard conditions of temperature and pressure; He error -  1 sigma error o f He volume estimation; TAU -  total analyti­
cal uncertainty; Th/U -  Th to U factor; Unc. age -  uncorrected He age; FT -  alpha recoil correction factor after Farley et al. (1996); cor­
rected age [Ma] -  corrected He age; ±1a -  sigma standard deviation of corrected age
T a b l e  3
Ap a tite fis sion track re sults










13 0.0121 39 0.2568 826 15.1800 9195 100 13.2 2.2 1.86 0.13
N -  number of crystals; ps -  spontaneous track density [per cm2]; Ns -  number of counted spontaneous tracks; pi -  induced track density [per 
cm2]; Ni -  number of counted induced tracks; pd -  dosimeter track density [per cm2]; Nd -  number of tracks counted on dosimeter; P(%2) -  prob­
ability for obtaining chi-square value for single population test; Age -  central age; ±1a [Ma] -  sigma error fo r age; Dpar -  value of average etch 
pit diameter of fission tracks, Durango apatite standard Dpar -  1.81 ± 0.1 (Carlson et al., 1999); ±1a [pm] -  standard deviation for Dpar
ing of exhumation but they can limit maxi mum palaeotempera- 
tures and, as a consequence, also maxi mum burial. This can 
be estimated as 1.5-2.0 km, assum i ng a palaeo-geothermal 
gradient of the order of 25-30°C/km (cf. Górecki, 2011; 
Majorowicz and Wybraniec, 2011).
SEISMIC DATA INTERPRETATION
Seismic data acquired within the study area was used to il­
lustrate the structure and gross depositional architecture of the 
Miocene foredeep infill (Figs. 9 and 10). In this partof the basin 
most of the 2D seismic profiles are located NW-SE and 
NE-SW as they were acquired perpendicular and parallel to the 
main NW-SE struct ural trend within the pre-Miocene base­
ment, in a regional sense determined by the Teisseyre- 
-Tornquist Zone (see e.g. Krzywiec, 2001 for further details). 
The most promi nent features rel ated to this regional basement 
trend are deep sub-Miocene palaeovalleys incised into the 
Meso-Paleozoic foreland plate (Fig. 5). Both seismic lines in 
Figure 9 show the Jaśniny palaeovalley, line (B) also shows the 
deeply incised Pogórska Wola palaeovalley (Połtowicz, 1999; 
Fig. 5). Above the northern slope of the Jaśniny palaeovalley a 
compressional structure (the so-called Jaśniny structure; cf. 
Baran and Jawor, 1994) is developed within the Miocene 
foredeep infill. This structure hosts the Jaśniny gas field (Baran 
and Jawor, 1994).
The compressional character of the Jaśniny structure was 
suggested for the first time by Baran and Jawor (1994). It can 
be classified as a fault-propagation fold that formed above the 
northern slope of the Jaśniny palaeovalley due to the buttress­
ing effect exerted by this slope, i.e. by the morphological high 
within the pre-Miocene basement, similarly to e.g. the Biadoliny
structure located west of Tarnów (Krzywiec, 2001; Krzywiec et 
al., 2004; Nemcok et al., 2006; Krzywiec and Verges, 2007). 
This structure can be also classified as a buried or blind frontal 
thrust (Boyer and Elliott, 1982; Morley, 1986; Dunne and Ferril, 
1988) of this segment of the entire Carpathian orogenic wedge.
One of the characteristic features of the Jaśniny thrust front, 
very clearly visi ble on seismic data, are thickness reductions of 
the Miocene packages within the crest of the fold (i.e. the 
growth strata; cf. Medwedeff, 1989; Suppe et al., 1992), accom­
panied by locali zed erosion and the presence of progressive 
unconformities (cf. Ori et al., 1986). All these features are very 
typical of growth folds that often develop syndepositionally in 
frontal parts of orogenic belts, within the foredeep bast ns (e.g., 
Ori et al., 1986; Artoni and Casero, 1997; Ford et al., 1997).
Figure 10 shows five seismic profiles extracted from the 
“Pogórska Wola” 3D seismic survey. This seismic survey is 
partly located within the axial part of the Jaśniny-Pogórska Wola 
palaeovalley system, and partly above the Outer Carpathian 
frontal Skole thrust sheet covered by the Miocene foredeep de- 
pos t ts of the Pilzno embayment (Figs. 3 and 5). Because of its 
location, this seismic survey illustrates important lateral chan­
ges of the Jaśniny thrust structure.
The Jaśniny structure, detached above the Upper Badenian 
foredeep evaporites, has been imaged on profiles A, B and C, al­
though the amount of displacement is different on each of these 
profiles. The westernmost profile A is located above the relatively 
steep northern slope of the Jaśniny palaeovalley (Fig. 5), where 
the Jaśniny structure is characterized by significant amounts of 
displacement and clearly visi ble locali zed thinning of the lower 
part of the Miocene foredeep infill within its crestal part, sim t tarly 
to the two seismic examples described above. Essent ially the 
same geometry of this structure can be seen on profile B, but 
profile C shows the eastern termination of the Jaśniny structure
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Fig. 9. Interpreted 2D seism ic profiles showing the so-called Jasniny structure (cf. Baran and Jawor, 1994)
developed within the M iocene foredeep infill
Blue horizon -  evaporites; vertical scale in TWT, approx. vertical depth exaggeration 3 -4x; location see Figure 3; localized thinning o fthe  
M iocene strata within the hinge zone of this blind thrust and associated local intra-M iocene unconformities suggest syn-depositional thrust­
ing within the Carpathian Foredeep Basin; the Jasniny structure can be regarded as the buried northernmost frontal thrust of this segment of 
the Carpathian orogenic wedge
that is characteri zed by much smaller amounts of displacement 
and almost no growth strata. Profile D shows a very small thrust 
structure located further to the north than the Jaśniny structure; 
profile E is characterized by the presence of two small (but 
slightly larger than those in profile D) thrusts. Such geometry 
may be attributed to lateral changes of morphology of the 
Meso-Paleozoic substratum that directly controlled the evoiution 
of the frontal thrust of the Carpathian orogenic wedge (i.e. of the 
Jaśniny structure). Both profiles in Figure 9, and profiles A, B and 
to some degree also profile C in Figure 10, are located where the 
front of the orogenic wedge is relatively close to the steep north­
ern slope of the Jaśniny palaeovalley. Such a reiationship ret 
sulted in a significant buttressing effect that caused the formation 
of a large-scale syndepositional thrust (i.e. the Jaśniny structure). 
Profile D is located where the Jaśniny palaeovalley and Pot 
górska Wola palaeovalley merge together and locally form a 
large flat area (Fig. 5); therefore, the buttressing effect was negli­
gible and therefore a frontal ramp, formed in the vicin tty of the 
northern slope of the distant Pogórska Wola palaeovalley, is 
characterized by a relatively small displacement (cf. Fig. 5). Pro­
file E is located where the northern slope of the Pogórska Wola 
palaeovalley is located already a little closer to the Carpathian 
thrust front and this is why one can observe there a slightly larger 
frontal thrust. Additionally, this profile also shows a second thrust 
detached above the evaporites and located within the frontal
homocline of the triangle zone developed in the contact zone be­
tween the Skole thrust sheet and the foredeep basin (see below).
The interpreted seismic profiles were compared with the re­
sults of numerical modelling of syn-depositional fault-propaga- 
tion folds (Hardy et al., 1996). The preservation of most of the 
growth strata and lack of, or only minor, localized erosion within 
the fold hinge suggest that the buried thrust front of the Carpa­
thians between Tarnów and Pilzno evolved with a rate of up i ift 
driven by thrusti ng equal to, or lower than, the sed iment accu- 
muiation rates so that the accommodation space within the 
hinge zone of such a syndepositional fold has been largely 
preserved.
The “Pogórska Wola” 3D seismic survey also provided new 
detailed information on the structure of the zone located bet 
tween the frontal Outer Carpathian thrust sheet (the Skole 
thrust sheet) and the Carpathian Foredeep Basin (i.e. the 
Zgłobice thrust sheet). The seismic profiles A-E show a triangle 
zone cored by deformed Upper Badenian foredeep evaporites, 
at the northern tip of which the most frontal thrust structure of 
the entire thrust belt (i.e. the Jaśniny structure) is located. The 
frontal homocline ofthis triangle zone (cf. Jones, 1996) devel­
oped above the backthrust along which su pra-evaporitic Upper 
Badenian-Sarmation foredeep infill has been thrust towards the 
south, above the Skole thrust sheet that is unconformably cov­
ered by the Miocene infill of the Pilzno embayment (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10. Interpreted profiles from the 3D survey showing the structure of the Pilzno embayment filled by the Miocene foredeep  
strata the triangle zone developed in front of the Skole thrust sheet of the Outer Carpathians and filled by the highly deformed 
Miocene evaporites (blue colour), and blind thrust front developed w ithin the Miocene foredeep infill
Vertical scale in TW T; approx. vertical depth exaggeration 3 -4x; fo r location see Figure 3; star indicates approximate location of the Pilzno 
P-7 borehole, projected onto this seism ic profile from the east along the backthrust (cf. Fig. 3); inset -  details of the deformed evaporites lo­
cated within the northern tip of the triangle zone imaged on seism ic profile C, comparable to the deformed evaporites of the W ieliczka Salt 
Mine (cf. Krzywiec and Vergés, 2007: fig. 10)
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The unconformity at the base of the Pilzno embayment infill 
could be either tectonic and perhaps re lated to the southern­
most segment of the backthrust (before it was breached dun ng 
the latest tectonic movements along the backthrust), or it could 
be depositional. This problem is discussed in more detail below.
MIOCENE EVOLUTION OF THE CARPATHIAN 
OROGENIC FRONT BETWEEN TARNÓW 
AND PILZNO -  A MODEL
The segment of the frontal Carpathian orogenic wedge ana­
lysed has been previously studi ed usi ng subsurface and surface 
data. With one exception, all the previously published models 
pro posed clas si cal fore land-di rected thrusting that prop a gated 
from the hintertand towards the foretand, i.e. from the Outer 
Carpathian flysch thrust sheets into the Miocene Carpathian 
Foredeep Basin (e.g., Połtowicz, 1974, 1991, 2004; Wdowiarz, 
1976). Jurkiewicz and Woiński (1979) pub t ished a cross-section 
located in the vicin t ty of Dębica, i.e. ca. 10 km to the east of the 
area described in this paper (cf. Fig. 3). Part of this cross-section 
is shown in Figure 11. One can observe there a su pra-evaporitic 
Miocene cover thrust towards the south above an inferred 
backthrust that, together with the frontal thrust of the Skole thrust 
sheet, define a triangle zone sim tar to the triangle zone pro­
posed for the Pogórska Wola area (cf. Fig. 10). Geological maps 
from the second half of the 20th century were based on a large 
amount of surface geotog jcal data that is presently mostly urn 
available due to increased anthropogenic surface infrastructure. 
Therefore, the geometry of the supra-evaporitic foredeep suc­
cession, concordantly uplifted towards the surface along the pre­
sumed backthrust developed in front of the Skole thrust sheet 
shown by Jurkiewicz and Woiński (1979) on their cross-section 
(Fig. 11), should be regarded as re l iable.
Results of the interpretat ion of seismic data are supported 
by steep dips, up to 70° (Fig. 6), of the Miocene supra-eva- 
poritic cover drilled by the Pilzno P-7 borehole, located above 
the backthrust, within the frontal homocline dipping to the north 
(cf. Fig. 10).
The Jaśniny thrust structure identified on seismic data 
(Figs. 9 and 10) may be regarded as equivalent to the so-called
Biadoliny slice of the Zgłobice thrust sheet located in the area 
between Wojnicz and Brzesko and developed above the north­
ern slope of the Szczurowa palaeovalley (Krzywiec, 2001; Krzy­
wiec et al., 2004; Nemcok et al., 2006; Krzywiec and Vergés,
2007). Both features are the most frontal syndepositional thrust 
structures of the Carpathian orogenic wedge, developed within 
the supra-evaporitic (uppermost Badenian-Sarmatian) succes­
sion of the Carpathian Foredeep.
The frontal part of the Carpathian orogenic wedge in the 
Pogórska Wola area is characterized by the presence of a trian­
gle zone with deformed Upper Badenian evaporites (Wieliczka 
Formation) in its core (cf. Fig. 2). This triangle zone developed 
dun ng the final thrusti ng movements of the Carpathians after 
12 Ma, as shown by the age (NN7 calcareous nannoplankton 
zones, see Fig. 2) of the youngest Miocene strata involved in 
backthrusting and penetrated by the Pilzno P-7 borehole. Fig­
ure 12 shows a conceptual qualitative model of the frontal 
Carpathian orogenic wedge and adjacent Carpathian Foredeep 
Basin prior to formation of the triangle zone. At that stage the 
frontal thrust of the Jaśniny structure, detached at the base of 
the foredeep evaporites, was already active. Development of 
this structure was facil itated by the presence of the mechan i- 
cally weak foredeep evaporites, and by the buttress t ng effect 
exerted by relatively steep slope of the palaeovalley incised into 
the Meso-Paleozoic foreland plate. The Jaśniny fault-propaga- 
tion fold was active as a syndepositional structure, as docu­
mented by growth strata and localized progressive unconformi­
ties developed within the crest of that fold. During continued 
propagation of the thrust belt, fore i and-directed thrust t ng might 
have been blocked due to increased friction related to lateral fa­
cies and/or thickness changes of the evaporitic succession that 
served as a detachment level for this thrust system. Such lateral 
facies and/or thickness changes of the evaporites should be 
considered as a very probable scenario within the deeply in­
cised palaeovalleys. Such blocki ng of the foreland-directed 
thrust movements might have resulted in formation of the 
backthrust, along which the ent ire su pra-evaporitic Miocene 
foredeep cover has been thrust towards the south, towards and 
partly above the main Carpathian wedge. Most probably, initia­
tion of the backthrust was also re lated to increased sed iment 
loadi ng within the foredeep basin, as shown by anal ogue mod­
elling (Sieniawska et al., 2010).
Fig. 11. Geological cross-section by Jurkiewicz and W oiński (1979) showing inferred triangle zone and backthrust developed 
within the Miocene infill o f the Carpathian Foredeep Basin in front of the Outer Carpathian flysch thrust sheets
Yelt ow colours -  M iocene infill o f the Carpathian Foredeep, green colours -  Cretaceous, blue colours -  Jurassic, 
pink colours -  Triassic; fo r o ther explanations see Jurkiew icz and W oiński (1979)
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Fig. 12. Qualitative (not to scale) model for the Pogorska W ola area prior to formation 
of the triangle zone shown in Figure 10
General direction of sediment supply to the foredeep basin is from the south, from the eroded Carpathians, and is 
indicated by an arrow; yellow star -  conceptual location of the section drilled by the Pilzno P-7 borehole; it should 
be remembered that during later phases of developm ent of the foredeep basin further subsidence and deposition 
took place that resulted in even further burial o f the depos i ts drilled by this borehole; the section of the foredeep 
infill drilled by the Pilzno P-7 borehole was uplifted due to backthrusting and formation of the triangle zone within 
the frontal part of the Carpathian orogenic wedge
The core of the triangle zone formed during backthrusting is 
filled by tectonically overthickened and strongly deformed 
evaporites (cf. inset on Fig. 10). Previous interpretation of thick 
and chaotic/deformed evaporites encountered by several bore­
holes drilled in that area was different -  they were regarded as 
olistostromes i.e. synsedimentary features formed within the 
evaporitic basin, prior to any significant tectonic movements 
(Połtowicz, 1963, 1999). The presence of such syndepositional 
or early post-depositional deformations of the foredeep evapo­
rites cannot be excluded (cf. Kolasa and Ślączka, 1985) but re­
sults of interpretation of high-resolution seismic data strongly 
suggest that these evaporites have been strongly tectonically 
deformed and overthickened during the final phases offorma- 
tion of the Carpathian orogenic belt. Such a scenario for forma­
tion of a strongly deformed evaporitic succession filling the core 
of the triangle zone has been also suggested for the Wieliczka 
area (Wieliczka Salt Mine; Krzywiec and Vergés, 2007) and for 
the Biadoliny area (Krzywiec et al., 2004).
A very similar mechanism for the formation of com- 
pressional, salt-related deformations has also been proposed 
for the orogenic front of the Pyrenees (Sans et al., 1996; Koyi 
and Sans, 2006). The Sanaüja Anticline, filled by the deformed 
salt of the Cardona Formation (Eocene) is located in the core of 
a triangle zone, defined by the backthrust developed within the 
gypsum of the Barbastro Formation (Eocene-Oligocene). Lo­
cation of the triangle zone in the frontal Pyrenees was to a large 
degree controlled by lateral thickness and facies changes of the 
Cardona Formation, similarly to the lateral thickness and facies 
changes of evaporites of the Wieliczka Formation, related to 
pre-evaporitic morphology controlled by palaeovalleys, deeply 
incised into the Meso-Paleozoic foreland plate of the Carpa­
thian orogenic belt.
During formation of the backthrust, the supra-evaporitic 
foredeep succession was thrust towards the south, towards the 
Carpathians. The Miocene infill of the Pilzno embayment (Fig. 
10) might have formed as a depositional cover of the deformed 
Skole thrust sheet, as shown on a model in Figure 12. An alter­
native scenario would be that it was tectonically displaced on 
top of the Skole thrust sheet during early stages of back- 
thrusting. Such a scenario is well-known from various orogenic 
belts (cf. Banks and Warburton, 1986; Couzens-Schultz et al., 
2003). The presence of shal low tectonic deformations above 
the backthrust was also postulated for the Wojnicz area 
(Krzywiec et al., 2004: fig. 5). Yet another scenario that could be 
considered might be simply combinat ion of both opt ions de­
scribed above: the Miocene cover of the Pilzno embayment 
might have been deposited above the Skole thrust sheet and 
later might have been tectonically displaced duri ng backthru- 
sting above the triangle zone.
Seismic profile E (Fig. 10) shows a shallow foreland-vergent 
thrust within the frontal homocline, above the triangle zone. 
Similar shallow secondary thrusting above the regional back­
thrust has been identified on seismic data acquired within the 
frontal part of the Canadian Rockies (Begin and Spratt, 2002) 
and was attributed to the latest tectonic movements of this 
orogenic belt, similarly to the scenario proposed in this paper for 
the frontal Carpathians in the Tarnow-Pilzno area.
Thermochronological studies of core from this borehole 
have shown that the presently shal lowest part of the foredeep 
succession uplifted above the backthrust was origmally buried 
to max. 2 km, that is compati ble with the general burial history 
scenario shown on the model in Figure 12.
CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions of the study of the Carpathian front in 
the Tarnów-Pilzno area, completed us ing 2D and SD seismic 
data and core from the Pilzno P-7 borehole may be summat 
rized as fol i ows:
-  the Jaśniny structure is regarded as the most external, 
frontal thrust of the entire Carpathian orogenic wedge; it 
evolved as a syn-depositional fault-propagation fold de­
tached above the Upper Badenian evaporites; its forma­
tion was cont rolled by the presence of mechani cally 
weak foredeep evaporites and by the morphology of the 
sub-Mio cene Meso-Pa leo zoic foreland plate (Jaśniny 
and Pogórska Wola palaeovalleys);
-  the frontal zone of the Carpathian orogenic wedge is 
characterized by significant backthrusting of the supra- 
evaporitic (uppermost Badenian-Sarmatian) foredeep 
succession towards the south, and by the presence of a 
well-developed triangle zone that has strongly deformed 
Upper Badenian evaporites of the Wieliczka Formation 
in its core;
-  the age of the foredeep deposits uplifted above the 
backthrust (NN7 nannoplankton zone) together with the 
geometry of the frontal orogenic zone precisely imaged 
on the seismic data suggest that the latest thrusti ng
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movements of the Carpathians in the Tarnow-Pilzno 
area took place at ca. 11-10 Ma;
-  the results of thermochronological studies (AFT and 
AHe) indicate that the lower part of the supra-evaporitic 
cover, drilled by the Pilzno P-7 borehole, was not buried 
more deeply than 1.5-2.0 km, which is compati ble with 
the reconstruction based on seismic data.
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